
SRPCC PURRSONALITY AWARDS 
 
The SRPCC Purrsonality Awards seek to reward members’ non-pedigree show cats 
with a series of awards for success at Championship and some other cat shows. 
Various levels of awards are available for winning cats, with the ultimate accolade of  
‘SRPCC PURRSONALITY’ awaiting the most successful. 
A personalised Awards Record Card logs each cat’s progress with special rosettes 
and certificates awarded at each stage up to Bronze level, then a bronze, silver or gold 
rosette and/or medal is available. (There is a charge for these, either £3.00 for a 
rosette OR a medal or £5.00 for a rosette AND a medal.) 
Awards are given to each cat irrespective of how many cats a member owns, and the  
Scheme is designed to ensure that each cat has a fair chance of progressing at least a 
few steps up the ladder whilst also ensuring that those who make it to the top are 
worthy of their title.  
 
Each year at our Show a Roll of Honour will be on display to highlight each cat’s 
achievement and the cat will be able to use their current title i.e. SRPCC 
PURRSONALITY  STAGE I, SRPCC PURRSONALITY BRONZE AWARD etc. 
Purrsonality rosettes and certificates may be displayed on the pen after judging. 
Please note that the ‘titles’ referred to in this scheme are not official as far as the  
GCCF is concerned, and whilst they may be used in our own South Ribble Show, 
they must not be used in conjunction with your cat’s name at any other show 
whatsoever. 
 
SCHEME 
 
There are eight different levels to attain, all except the first are to be achieved after 
registration. The first level, Stage I, can be applied for retrospectively, i.e. previous 
results can be counted. For each stage a pre-determined number of 1st, 2nd or 3rd 
places in Open classes or Club classes only at qualifying shows must be obtained and 
the Awards Card must be signed and sent in for the relevant Award to be authorised. 
Accepted signatures for the Awards Scheme are the Show Manager, Section 
Manager, Pat Creaton, Carol Walker or Awards Secretary Joan Hobson. Please 
enclose an SAE (A5 size) with 2 x 1st class stamps for your certificate and rosette. 
Bronze, Silver and Gold medals and rosettes can be obtained from Carol Walker. 
 
AWARDS 
 
STAGE I                                                  Brown and gold rosette and certificate 
STAGE II                                                 Green rosette and certificate 
STAGE III                                                Blue rosette and certificate 
STAGE IV                                                Red rosette and certificate 
STAGE V                                                 Purple rosette and certificate 
BRONZE AWARD                                  Special rosette and Bronze medal 
SILVER AWARD                                    Special rosette and Silver medal 
GOLD – SRPCC PURRSONALITY       Special rosette and Gold medal. 



AWARDS                                                                QUALIFICATION 
 
STAGE I   1st, 2nd or 3rd place at any 3 Shows. 
 
STAGE II    1st, 2nd or 3rd place at 3 GCCF Exemption, Sanction,  

Championship, SRPCC or WRPCC Shows. 
 
STAGE III   1st or 2nd place at 3 GCCF Exemption, Sanction,  

Championship, SRPCC or WRPCC Shows. 
 
STAGE IV  1st or 2nd place at 3 GCCF Sanction, Championship or  

SRPCC Shows. 
 
STAGE V   1st place at 3 GCCF Championship or SRPCC Shows. 
                                                  
BRONZE   1st place at 3 GCCF Championship Shows plus one of                           
     the following :- (a) 1st place at an SRPCC Show (b) 1st 

place in an SRPCC Club Class at a GCCF Championship, 
Sanction or Exemption Show or (c) a place (1-6) at the 
GCCF Supreme Cat Show.                                                         

 
SILVER   1st place at 4 Championship Shows plus one of the  

following :- (a) 1st place at an SRPCC Show (b) 1st  
 place in an SRPCC Club Class at a GCCF Championship 

or Sanction Show or 1st to 3rd place at the GCCF  
Supreme Cat Show.  

 
GOLD  1st place at 5 Championship Shows plus one of the 

following :- (a) 1st place at an SRPCC Show (b) 1st place in 
an SRPCC Club Class at a GCCF Championship Show or 
(c) 1st place at the Supreme. 

 
Up to Stage V a Best in Show at any GCCF show counts as 3 extra Open Class wins 
and a Best in Show at the SRPCC Show or Best of Group at the Supreme counts as 4 
extra Open Class wins. From Bronze, a Best in Show and Best of Group counts as 
one extra win and can be substituted accordingly. 
The Supreme Exhibit goes straight to Gold, irrespective of where they may be in the 
Scheme.  
 
This may seem complicated but it’s easier than you think!      Happy Showing! 
 
All applications and queries to our Awards Secretary :- 
 
Mrs J. Hobson, 21 Oakhill Road, Maghull, Merseyside, L31 0BH.  
Telephone Joan on 0151 531 7041. 
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